
ITycom’s Serious Games are now available for tablets

www.itycom.com

 The increase in Mobile Learning

Mobile Learning is by definition the use of mobile devices by students to learn anywhere and at any 
time. It focuses on mobility, interaction with new technologies, and learning that reflects trends in 
today’s society. It provides so many opportunities and places where students will learn at their own 
pace and in more informal situations.

The modules at the ITyStore

The application gives access to different training modules. In fact, it is used like a true Serious Games 
reader.
The tablet makes learning fully mobile (where you want it and when you want it), as well as easy to 
access and distribute for training large numbers of learners. This new approach facilitates the use of 
digital tools during classroom training and, therefore, enriches Blended Learning. 

Export ITyStudio creations onto tablets

Exporting ITyStudio creations and Serious Games is now possible using the ITycom app available in 
the App Store and on the web for other Andriod tablets and others.
The distribution of training is larger (PC and/or tablets) with SCORM 1.2, SCORM 2004, a PC and Mac 
standalone version, and the web version, Unity for iPad.

The Serious Games, as well as creations from ITyStudio, are accessible through the ITycom iPad app.
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Three points new to ITyStudio

Dans le développement de notre logiciel ITyStudio, plusieurs nouveautés sont à découvrir:

- The richest libraries
- New languages : Spanish and Portuguese
- It simplifies getting started in ITyStudio during software discovery

ITycom now uses Unity 3D

Now, ITycom allows authors to export their Serious Games to an iPad. The 3D in real-time also allows 
the Serious Games to be richer and more interactive. This realistic approach increases the impact of 
the training and allows total immersion.

Introducing ITycom

ITycom is an expert in Innovative Training Solutions and Talent Management. Based in Paris, Annecy; 
Geneva and Moscow, we work with national and international actors.

Our solutions are organised into two parts :

-A catalogue of training and educational tools - including e-learning and Serious Games - offering 
different training modules, as well aw the creation of learning tools and of educational devices for 
assessment.

www.itystore.com

- A software suite includes:

ITyStudio : Author software of multimedia educational content to make Serious Games and 3D 
simulations.

www.itystudio.com

ITyLearning : LMS for distributing tools and educational content, as wall as compréhensive 
management training and learner outcomes.

www.itylearning.com

ITyRH : Management software for Skills and Talents.
www.ityrh.com
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